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Tiny Little Rocket 

Link to plan and resources - https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1hzRGq0ln98K6rmN1pk4nBP4KL-pT6mP4?usp=sharing 

STEM learning opportunities are highlighted in blue  

Curriculum 
Area 

Learning Experiences Experiences and Outcomes 

Science Our Solar System 
(SCN 0-06a) 
 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1EL_FzpWgEVjX7IfxYjT__220eQbIrw7q?usp=sharing 
 

Planet Earth 
I have experienced the wonder of looking 
at the vastness of the sky, and can 
recognise the sun, moon and stars and 
link them to daily patterns of life. 
SCN 0-06a 

Straw Rocket – forces 
(SCN 0-07a) 
 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1lbi36zn_ec8VWcb4s9RT4rd1_dsN4YoQ?usp=sharing 
 

Forces, Electricity and Waves 
Through everyday experiences and play 
with a variety of toys and other objects, I 
can recognise simple types of forces and 
describe their effects.  
SCN 0-07a 

Explore different sounds in space and ways to make sounds (hums, clicks, ticks) 
(SCN 0-11a) 

Forces, Electricity and Waves 
Through play, I have explored a variety of 
ways of making sounds.  
SCN 0-11a 
 

Technologies  Follow the recipe to bake star cookies 
Gingerbread 
Jammy Stars 
 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OX8_YOzdImiWdMbleumPs8b2iWfT3ERD/view?usp=sharing 
 
Follow the recipe to bake planet cookies 
(TCH 0-04a) 

Food and Textile Technology 
I enjoy exploring and working with foods in 
different contexts  
TCH 0-04a 
 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1hzRGq0ln98K6rmN1pk4nBP4KL-pT6mP4?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1EL_FzpWgEVjX7IfxYjT__220eQbIrw7q?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1lbi36zn_ec8VWcb4s9RT4rd1_dsN4YoQ?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OX8_YOzdImiWdMbleumPs8b2iWfT3ERD/view?usp=sharing
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MviFDeCUYtfdwctfb4g7K8oqJqHvFXLB/view?usp=sharing 
 

Create a rocket model using ‘junk’ 
(TCH 0-10a) 

Craft, Design, Engineering and Graphics 
I explore everyday materials in the 
creation of pictures/models/concepts.  
TCH 0-10a 
 

Numeracy and 
Mathematics 

Shape rocket – name the different 2D shapes and create a rocket 
(MTH 0-16a) 
 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/11DtXKxb214ULMpC9QyknApIl-poda-4P?usp=sharing 
 

Shape, Position and Movement – 
Properties of 2D shapes and 3D objects 
I enjoy investigating objects and shapes 
and can sort, describe and be creative with 
them.  
MTH 0-16a 

Expressive 
Arts  

Sing Space songs to familiar tunes 
(EXA 0-17a) 
 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mBlzHYCi8HVuwWHI84mIXyW9jbh_j6GX/view?usp=sharing 
 

Music 
I have the freedom to use my voice, 
musical instruments and music technology 
to discover and enjoy playing with sound 
and rhythm.  
EXA 0-17a 

Create paper mache planets 
(EXA 0-02a) 

Art 
I have the freedom to discover and choose 
ways to create images and objects using a 
variety of materials.  
EXA 0-02a 
 

Other NASA 3,2,1 Lift Off – An Educators Guide with Activities in Science, Mathematics, Technology 
and Language Art (various outcomes) 
 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1wO5TdtoTbpBHSz2klrzXLfLPw11hfamM?usp=sharing 
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